
GET AN OVERVIEW FOR

IMPROVEMENT

A QA specialist's work is never done. Although you are

now, most likely, one of the first to get out of the elevator,

the pharmaceutical industry is ever-chaning and so is

data. 

 

Always try to keep an eye out for possible improvements

and aim to combine them with operational excellence.

Follow us to keep learning.

WANT TO DO IT RIGHT?

SCROLL DOWN AND GET

IN THE ELEVATOR

The basics Workshop Questions

Going up?

Familiar with these questions? By increasing knowledge on Data Integrity and you can

create a culture of awareness that facilitates compliance and stimulates the use of

best practices.

 ALCOA principles?

Sounds boring. 

ASSESSMENT

Go through your entire process (paper-based and

electronic records), perform a quick scan and an in-

depth audit of systems to see whether or not they meet

current data integrity requirements. 

 

An efficient yet detailed analysis, will save you time and

assure a minimal disruption of operations!

GET UP TO SPEED

Following all of the required regulations at the different

phases can be daunting but making sure your data is

compliant, ultimately results in high-quality products on

the market and the public should be able to trust on this. 

 

To understand the importance of Data Integrity and to

be able to start improving you should be aware of all

facets of Data Integrity compliance.

CAPA PLAN

Open communication on DI issues

Data Integrity Policy/ SOP/ Embed DI in daily

professional life: culture!

Proof of Root Cause Analysis

Global improvement of processes 

Define a plan to address DI vulnerabilities and

implementation timeframe with the following indicators

of improvement:

 

Raising Data Integrity Compliance

RISK MANAGEMENT

STRATEGY

Risk identification: a detailed overview on gaps

Risk analysis: classification of deficiencies 

Risk evaluation: risk acceptance/ risk reduction/

mitigation plan

How to respond when significant Data Integrity issues

have been identified? Always apply a risk-based approach.

 

1.

2.

3.

INVESTIGATE

COMPANY CULTURE

It's critical to organize training for employees on the

fundamental principles, expectations of regulatory

agencies and anticipated employee behavior and

consequences of poor conduct. 

 

But first, you'll have to see where you stand by

investigating with surveys and interviews.

REMEDIATION

Align and commit the whole organization

Make performance management transparent

Get sponsorship 

Apply interim controls

While you're improving, implement lean processes

where you can

To get to the top you'll have to start executing your plans

and fix whatever is 'wrong'. Some tips for remediations: 
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Congratulations!

New to Data Integrity? Or hoping to improve it in

your company?

Have a look at some of our other content as well!

Read this

ALCOA 

Assessment

Evaluate Risk

Need support?

Reward people

SMART QA Advice

What is Data

Integrity? 

 Why is it so

important?

Data compliance?

How hard can that be? 

 Who needs a DI Risk

Mitigation strategy? 
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